Tieto’s Total Number of Shares Increases – Cevian Capital’s Holding Consequently below 15%, with No Change in Shares Held

Tieto has received an announcement pursuant to the Securities Market Act regarding the shareholding of Cevian Capital Partners Ltd. According to the announcement made by Tieto today, the number of the company’s shares has increased due to share ...

Valmet CEO: “Core components must be made in Finland”

That's how Germany developed," he points out. The largest shareholder in Valmet prior to the acquisition was Cevian Capital, a Swedish ownership investment firm, with its 13.9 per cent stake. The investment firm, led by Christer Gardell, announced in ...

Volvo ousts chief executive and turns to Scania for new boss

But with the scheme having less than a year left to run and margins still below their level before it was launched, pressure on Persson from top owners such as activist fund Cevian Capital had been building. “The action program that Persson initiated ...
Volvo names rival Scania’s Martin Lundstedt as new CEO

But with the programme having less than a year left to run and margins still below the level before it was launched, pressure on Persson from top owners such as activist fund Cevian Capital had been building. A file photograph of Scania boss Martin Lundstedt.
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Tieto : Cerdo outsources its savings and payments services to Tieto
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Volvo names Lundstedt to replace Persson

Volvo shares surged the most in more than six years. The sudden change in leadership follows efforts by Volvo shareholder Cevian Capital AB to lobby the truckmaker to streamline operations and boost margins. Volvo is intensifying a push for growth and ...
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Volvo Names Martin Lundstedt New CEO

“That’s our challenge, from which we’ll start fresh into 2016.” The sudden change in leadership follows efforts by Cevian Capital AB, the second-largest owner of Volvo’s voting rights, to lobby the truckmaker to streamline operations and boost margin

Yahoo Finance
April 22, 2015
Report
Volvo Names Rival Scania’s Lundstedt to Replace CEO Persson

Persson led the truckmaker for almost four years. The sudden change in leadership follows efforts by Volvo shareholder Cevian Capital AB to lobby the truckmaker to streamline operations and boost margins. Volvo is intensifying a push for growth and increas ...
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Tieto’s Total Number of Shares Increases – Cevian Capital’s Holding Consequently below 15%, with No Change in Shares Held

Tieto has received an announcement pursuant to the Securities Market Act regarding the shareholding of Cevian Capital Partners Ltd. According to the announcement made by Tieto today, the number of the company’s shares has increased due to share ...
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Tieto’s Total Number of Shares Increases – Cevian Capital’s Holding Consequently below 15%, with No Change in Shares Held

Tieto Corporation (HEX:TIE1V) (TIEN.ST) STOCK EXCHANGE RELEASE 15 April 2015, 14.00 EET Tieto has received an announcement pursuant to the Securities Market Act regarding the shareholding of Cevian Capital Partners Ltd. According to the announcement made ...
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When raiders strike: Are US activist investors in City boardrooms a force for good or a costly nuisance?

There are notable exceptions – Anglo-Swedish firm Cevian Capital, chaired by Lord Paul Myners for
example – but activism is predominately an American phenomenon. With the wall of cash in US activist funds – assets now total £78bn – and ...
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**Rolls-Royce, Volvo Replace CEOs as Activist Investors Gain Clout**

Other investors rallied around the issue, said John Hempton, chief investment officer of Bronte Capital, an Australian hedge fund that owns Rolls-Royce shares. “I must have got three or four people who would have about $50 million to $100 million worth o ...
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**RSA - biggest shareholder - Cevian Capital - considering voting against the company's remuneration report**

Cevian Capital, a powerful European activist fund which holds a stake of more than 10% in RSA, is squaring up to the board of RSA in a row which reunites two of the key protagonists of the British ba.....
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**Tieto : Metsä Board and Tieto deepen their partnership - Tieto to deliver TIPS MES to Metsä Board's Husum mill**
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**RSA share price dips as chief executive faces pay revolt**
Sky News reported on Saturday that Cevian Capital, RSA’s biggest investor with more than a 10-percent holding, was leaning toward a decision to vote against the company’s remuneration report ahead of its annual general meeting on May 8. The activist...

Activist Fund Squares Up To RSA In Pay Row

Sky News has learnt that Cevian Capital, which holds a stake of more than 10% in RSA, is leaning towards a decision to vote against the company's remuneration report ahead of its annual general meeting on May 8. If Cevian does oppose the insurer's 2014 ...

Movers & shakers: April 27

Mr Young joins the £246bn asset management arm of Aviva, the insurer, from BlackRock. C Eric Liu has moved to Manulife Asset Management as a portfolio manager within its Hong Kong-based fixed income team. Mr Liu moved to the $277bn asset management arm of ...

Metso’s Nomination Board’s proposal for the composition and remuneration of the Board of Directors

Jonas Synnergren (Partner, Cevian Capital AB) acted as the Chairman of the Nomination Board. The members the Nomination Board were Kari Järvinen (Managing Director, Solidium Oy), Risto Murto (President and CEO, Varma Mutual Pension Insurance Company ...
Activists Now Cross the Pond to Jolt Europe’s Stuffy Boardrooms

New York-based Sequoia Fund Inc. called for an activist to shake up Rolls-Royce Holdings Plc, while Cevian Capital AB, among the largest owners of Volvo AB stock, stepped up pressure on the carmaker. Both companies subsequently announced management changes.

Bloomberg
May 18, 2015

Tieto’s total number of shares increases – Cevian Capital’s holding consequently below 15%, with no change in shares held

Tieto Corporation STOCK EXCHANGE RELEASE 15 April 2015, 14.00 EET Tieto has received an announcement pursuant to the Securities Market Act regarding the shareholding of Cevian Capital Partners Ltd. According to the announcement made by Tieto today, the ...

GlobeNewswire
April 14, 2015

RSA May Face Shareholder Backlash on CEO’s ‘Excessive’ Bonus

Sky News reported last month that activist Swedish hedge fund Cevian Capital AB, which owns about 13 percent as RSA’s largest investor, may vote against the compensation report. A Cevian representative wasn’t available for comment when contacted by ...

Insurance Journal
May 6, 2015

Works council elections at Germany’s ThyssenKrupp: What way forward?

Rumours have recently been circulating that ThyssenKrupp could be preparing to sell off its entire steel subsidiary, following the increase by Swedish investment firm Cevian Capital of its stake in ThyssenKrupp to 15 percent last year. The consequence ...
Tieto’s Total Number of Shares Increases – Cevian Capital’s Holding Consequently below 15%, with No Change in Shares Held

Tieto has received an announcement pursuant to the Securities Market Act regarding the shareholding of Cevian Capital Partners Ltd. According to the announcement made by Tieto today, the number of the company’s shares has increased due to share ...

ABB Shares Rise After Cevian Capital Buys 3.1% Stake

ZURICH—Shares of ABB Ltd. surged almost 4% on Thursday after active investor Cevian Capital bought a 3.1% stake in the power and automation giant. Cevian is an international investment company that acquires large stakes in companies it believes to be ...

UPDATE 1-ABB shares jump on activist investor Cevian's stake

"We welcome Cevian Capital II GP Limited investment in ABB and, as with all shareholders, appreciate the engagement and input," Zurich-based ABB said in a statement on its website. Cevian Capital managing partner Christer Gardell told Reuters: "We think ...

ABB Increases Forcefully Proceeding Recent Information (NYSE: ABB)

Cevian Capital Managing Partner Gardell says ABB a neat company where Cevian sees enormous
value potential * Cevian Capital's Gardell declines to comment farther on Cevian plans for ABB stake
Even with strength in the stock today, shares of ABB Ltd traded ...

ABB Shares Rise After Cevian Capital Buys 3.1% Stake

ZURICH--Shares of ABB Ltd. surged almost 4% on Thursday after active investor Cevian Capital
bought a 3.1% stake in the power and automation giant. Cevian is an international investment
company that acquires large stakes in companies it believes to be ...

Key Executives for Cevian Capital AB

To contact Cevian Capital AB, please visit . Company data is provided by Capital IQ. Please use this
form to report any data issues.

Cevian Builds ABB Stake to Become Second-Biggest Shareholder

Cevian Capital AB has built a 5.1 percent stake in ABB Ltd., making the Swedish investment
company the second-biggest shareholder in the world's largest maker of power grids. Cevian's
shareholding breached the 5 percent mark on Monday, according to a ...

Cevian Builds Stake in ABB to Become Second-Biggest Shareholder
(Bloomberg) -- Cevian Capital AB has built a 5.1 percent stake in ABB Ltd., making it the second-biggest shareholder in the world’s largest power-grid maker. The holding passed the 5 percent mark on Monday, according to a regulatory statement. While ...

**Activist Investor Cevian Capital Takes Larger Stake In ThyssenKrupp**

The article is called Activist Investor Cevian Capital Takes Larger Stake In ThyssenKrupp and is located at http://www.valuewalk.com/2014/01/cevian-capital-takes-larger-stake-in-thyssenkrupp/. Mr. Hiesinger’s strategy is to migrate from the troubled ...

**Cevian Capital brings stake in Alent to 21.56%**

Cevian Capital has the most fearsome reputation as an activist shareholder. However, unlike most of the other corporate knee-cappers, the Swedish hedge fund prefers to have a word quietly behind the scenes than do its bloodletting in public. So it was with ...

**RSA’s takeover would free up Stephen Hester for another top job**

The company has been under scrutiny as a bid target since Cevian Capital, the activist investor chaired by former City minister Lord Myners in London, started building a 9.7pc stake last year. Cevian, now RSA’s biggest investor, kept its own counsel on ...

**Zurich draws up plans for RSA bid**
Cevian Capital, the Anglo-Swedish activist hedge fund, last year built a near 10 per cent stake in the insurer. RSA investors gave Mr Hester a bloody nose this year when a third of shareholder votes failed to back the company’s pay plan. However ...
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**Cash-rich Zurich Insurance eyes bid for British rival RSA**

RBC analysts said RSA’s Scandinavian presence was particularly attractive. Shore Capital analyst Eamonn Flanagan said an outright sale of RSA was preferable to a possible breakup, given concern any partial sale could see money diverted to plug a pension ...
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**Cash-rich Zurich Insurance eyes bid for British rival firm RSA**

The firm’s largest shareholder is activist investor Cevian Capital, with a 13 per cent stake. Canaccord Genuity analysts said 550 pence a share would be a ‘fair offer’, upgrading their recommendation on RSA to ‘buy’ from ‘sell’ and saying the ...
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**Europe is hot spot as industrial deals are applauded**

Some industrial companies may be more focused on slimming down. ABB Ltd. could consider splitting in two after activist investor Cevian Capital AB built a stake in the power-grid maker. Increasingly, though, big breakups go hand in hand with big takeovers ...
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Zurich Insurance/RSA

Zurich must now outline its intentions on a potential formal bid for RSA, which counts activist hedge fund Cevian Capital as its biggest shareholder with a 13% stake, by 5pm London time on August 25.
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ABB profit beats estimates amid weaker demand in China, U.S.

Activist investor Cevian Capital AB, which has built a 5.1 percent stake in ABB, may be pushing for a breakup or other changes, a person familiar with the matter said this month. ABB shares gained as much as 4.8 percent, the most since June 4, and traded 3 ...  
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Europe Is Hot Spot as Industrial Deals Are Applauded: Real M&A

Some industrial companies may be more focused on slimming down. ABB Ltd. could consider splitting in two after activist investor Cevian Capital AB built a stake in the power-grid maker. Increasingly, though, big breakups go hand in hand with big takeovers ...
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ABB Beats Estimates as Power Earnings Offset Slowing China

Activist investor Cevian Capital AB, who has built a 5.1 percent stake in ABB, may be pushing for a breakup or other changes, a person familiar with the matter said this month. Spiesshofer had cautioned that the company was facing a difficult second ...
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Zurich eyes up troubled RSA Insurance

The firm’s largest shareholder is activist investor Cevian Capital, with a 13 percent stake. “We have not been keen on the break-up story on RSA due to the pension scheme deficit…” “RSA has many strengths that would complement our business”, a ...

Activist Funds Rally Shareholders in Clubby Boardrooms of Europe

New York-based Sequoia Fund Inc. called for an activist to shake up Rolls-Royce Holdings Plc, while Cevian Capital AB, among the largest owners of Volvo AB stock, stepped up pressure on the carmaker. Both companies subsequently announced management changes.

ABB to continue revamp

Still, with profit, sales and orders all dropping in the quarter, the CEO remains under pressure to revamp the company, particularly after activist investor Cevian Capital AB became the second-largest shareholder in the $49 billion company. Cevian may push ...

Facebook Earns "Overweight" Rating from Morgan Stanley (FB)

Its largest shareholder is activist investor Cevian Capital, with 13 percent. 00 price objective (up previously from $92.00) on shares of Facebook in a research report on Thursday. Jefferies Group reissued a buy rating and issued a $120.00 target price (up ...
Danske Bank – large shareholder announcement

With reference to section 29 of the Danish Securities Trading Act, Danske Bank announces that the following Icahn Fund entities have notified Dansk Bank that, with effect from today, the shareholders' agreement between Cevian Capital II GP Limited and ...

GlobeNewswire
February 23, 2015

Form SC 13D ABB LTD Filed by: Cevian Capital II GP LTD

* The remainder of this cover page shall be filled out for a reporting person's initial filing on this form with respect to the subject class of securities, and for any subsequent amendment containing information which would alter disclosures provided in a ...

StreetInsider
June 26, 2015

WRAPUP 1-Insurer RSA says up to Zurich to decide next move in mooted takeover

Hester said RSA would be talking to its shareholders, of which activist investor Cevian Capital is the biggest with 13 percent. Under British takeover rules, Zurich has until Aug. 25 to come up with a firm offer or walk away from a deal, unless both sides ...

Reuters
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RSA Top-Ten Investor Capital Group Trims Stake Before Zurich Bid

In December, the firm cut its stake in Aviva Plc by 70 percent soon after the British insurer revealed plans to buy Friends life Group Plc for 5.6 billion pounds. ‘Significant Benefits’ Zurich, which posted second-quarter profit that missed analyst ...
RSA says up to Zurich to decide next move in mooted takeover

OFFER DEADLINE Hester said RSA would be talking to its shareholders, of which activist investor Cevian Capital is the biggest with 13 percent. Under British takeover rules, Zurich has until Aug. 25 to come up with a firm offer or walk away from a deal ...

Zurich eyes RSA bid as major insurance shake-up looms

RSA shares have risen sharply over the last month amid speculation about a takeover bid. Rumours of a break-up of RSA have been fuelled by Cevian Capital, the activist hedge fund, building a 13% stake in the business which has made it the insurer’s ...

RSA Top-Ten Investor Capital Group Trims Stake Before Zurich Bid

He says a deal is still likely. Other RSA investors, including Cevian Capital which owns the largest holding with 13 percent in shares and derivatives, have mostly kept their holdings steady ahead of a possible offer from the Swiss insurer. While Hester ...

Meet Europe’s best activist investor

Swedish hedge fund manager Christer Gardell is, arguably, the Carl Icahn of Europe. Gardell’s firm, Cevian Capital, is one of the world’s largest activist investors, with roughly $15 billion in assets; it’s
RSA boss in line for windfall if £5.6bn takeover deal with Zurich goes ahead

Large investors, including Cevian Capital, the activist shareholder with a 13% stake, would have been consulted by RSA and some investors are said to have urged the UK insurer to get the deal done. Analysts at Berenberg said the price was a good one for ...

Zurich, RSA investors face struggle to bridge valuation gap

RSA’s top shareholder — activist Cevian Capital with a 13% stake — is seen to be taking a hard line on price, but the company declined to comment on its return expectations or the likelihood of a deal. According to the Bernstein survey, RSA owners who ...

Zurich Insurance proposes £5.6bn takeover of rival RSA

Analysts at Berenberg said the offer premium of 26 per cent to RSA’s share price before Zurich first signalled its interest on July 28 meant the choice was easy for RSA shareholders, whose largest is activist investor Cevian Capital with 13 per cent.

Zurich Insurance seeks more time for £5b RSA offer
But the insurer still faces pressure from weak investment income and intense competition. Last year the activists Cevian Capital became RSA’s largest shareholder. Cevian has not said where it stands on Zurich’s takeover interest. A purchase of RSA...

Gulf News
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Shareholders in UK’s RSA Bracing for Lowball Bid from Suitor Zurich Insurance

RSA’s top shareholder – activist Cevian Capital with a 13 percent stake – is seen to be taking a hard line on price, but the company declined to comment on its return expectations or the likelihood of a deal. According to the Bernstein survey...

Insurance Journal
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Shares in RSA buoyed as Zurich talks progress

But the insurer still faces pressure from weak investment income and intense competition. Last year the activist Cevian Capital became RSA’s largest shareholder. Cevian has not said where it stands on Zurich’s takeover interest. A purchase of RSA would...

Financial Times
August 24, 2015

Metso’s Nomination Board To Consist Of Representatives Of Solidium, Cevian Capital, Varma And Ilmarinen

HELSINKI, Finland, Sept. 2, 2015 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Representatives of the four largest shareholders registered in Metso's shareholder register as of September 1, 2015 are elected to the Shareholders' Nomination Board along with the Chairman of the Board...

The Street
September 2, 2015

UPDATE 1-Finland's Solidium wants to buy more Metso, Outotec shares
Solidium’s latest purchases of Metso shares have narrowly made it the company’s biggest shareholder, followed by Swedish activist fund Cevian Capital. (Reporting by Jussi Rosendahl, writing by Anna Ercanbrack; Editing by Susan Fenton)
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UPDATE 2-Zurich Insurance proposes $8.8 bln takeover of rival RSA

Analysts at Berenberg said the offer premium of 26 percent to RSA's share price before Zurich first signalled its interest on July 28 meant the choice was easy for RSA shareholders, whose largest is activist investor Cevian Capital with 13 percent.
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Metso’s Nomination Board to consist of representatives of Solidium, Cevian Capital, Varma and Ilmarinen

Representatives of the four largest shareholders registered in Metso's shareholder register as of September 1, 2015 are elected to the Shareholders’ Nomination Board along with the Chairman of the Board of Directors as an expert member. Nomination Board is ...
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Zurich, RSA investors face struggle to bridge valuation gap

RSA's top shareholder — activist Cevian Capital with a 13% stake — is seen to be taking a hard line on price, but the company declined to comment on its return expectations or the likelihood of a deal. According to the Bernstein survey, RSA owners who ...
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RSA shares plummet after Zurich pulls out of £5.6bn bid

With activist investor Cevian Capital as the largest shareholder, Hester has his work cut out.

Management Today  
September 21, 2015

Activist Investing Daily: Large Cap Deals

It only has about $10 billion in net debt. Cevian Capital owns just over 5% of ABB (NYSE:ABB), but the stock is off 20% since the fund went active. The fund is putting more pressure on getting the company to streamline its business. ABB is now looking to ...

Seeking Alpha  
October 1, 2015

Cevian says ABB needs to ‘hurry up’ push to simplify - paper

“When it comes to boosting efficiency and agility as well as the simplification of the business units, ABB management needs to hurry up,” Lars Foerberg, managing partner of Cevian Capital, told Finanz und Wirtschaft, according to an interview published on ...

Reuters  
September 29, 2015

Zurich abandons bid for RSA

But the insurer still faces pressure from weak investment income and intense competition. Last year the activist Cevian Capital became RSA’s largest shareholder. RSA noted that Zurich had confirmed to it that “due diligence findings were in line with ...
Event horizons: Angel Lara on looking beyond traditional M&A

Over the last few years we have seen several activist campaigns in large, well known enterprises such as the case of Third Point with Yahoo, Carl Icahn with Apple or the closest one of Cevian Capital with Bilfinger. *This graph was incorrectly labelled in ...
Zurich abandons RSA takeover bid after Tianjin blasts

“Zurich’s interest in acquiring RSA, which was announced on 28 July 2015, was unsolicited”. Investor Cevian Capital, RSA’s top shareholder, was not immediately available for comment. Zurich estimates aggregate losses of approximately $275m (£...

RSA shares in fresh plunge as Zurich abandons any takeover bid

RSA shareholders had welcomed the proposed offer, but some Zurich investors had said they would prefer the cash-rich insurer to give money back. Activist investor Cevian Capital, RSA's largest shareholder with a 13pc stake, declined to comment.

RSA shares dive after Zurich ditches bid

RSA shareholders had welcomed the proposed offer, but some Zurich investors had said they would prefer the cash-rich insurer to give money back. Activist investor Cevian Capital, RSA's largest shareholder with a 13% stake, declined comment.

RSA shares plunge after Zurich ditches 5.6 billion pound takeover plan

Activist investor Cevian Capital, RSA's largest shareholder with a 13 percent stake, declined comment. (Additional reporting by Sinead Cruise in London and Oliver Hirt in Zurich; Editing by Kenneth Maxwell and Louise Heavens)
RSA says Zurich ends deal discussions, July, August trading has been positive

Investor Cevian Capital, RSA's top shareholder, was not immediately available for comment.

ABB Weighs Grid Sale While Seeking $4 Billion Acquisitions

This year, he returned the money-losing power systems unit to the black. Activist investor Cevian Capital AB recently built a 5.2 percent stake in ABB, making it the second-biggest shareholder in the $42 billion company. Spiesshofer said the firm hasn’t ...

New U.K. Activist Fund Plans to Dial Down the Aggression

Others, like Cevian Capital and Knight Vinke Asset Management, have grown successfully in Europe where American rivals have failed. The managers who run such funds argue that the American approach doesn’t work in Europe because the legal systems are ...

Volvo Says Weaker Krona Helped Boost Profit as Orders Fell

Volvo, the world’s second-biggest truckmaker, is restructuring to become more profitable amid pressure from investor Cevian Capital AB while contending with market declines in China and Brazil. The manufacturer remains less than halfway to reaching a ...
ABB Profit Drops 21% Amid China Slowdown, Drop in Oil Prices

(Bloomberg) -- ABB Ltd, the power-grid maker that has activist Cevian Capital as a shareholder, said third-quarter profit dropped 21 percent amid a slowdown in China and lower demand for controls and equipment to operate plants and oil rigs. Net income ...

Profits at Volvo Rise Despite Drop in Truck Orders

Volvo, the world's second-biggest truckmaker, is restructuring to become more profitable amid pressure from investor Cevian Capital AB while contending with market declines in China and Brazil. The manufacturer remains less than halfway to reaching a ...

Volvo Says Weak Krona Helped Boost Profit as Truck Orders Fell

Pressured by investor Cevian Capital AB, Volvo is restructuring to become more profitable amid market declines in China and Brazil. The truckmaker said it's less than halfway to reaching its goal of cutting 10 billion kronor in costs next year ...

Activists hit block on German boards

Over the past four years, Cevian Capital Partners of Sweden has quietly built a stake and gained access to the board of industrial giant ThyssenKrupp and construction company Bilfinger. While the
activist investor pushed for a wide-ranging overhaul at ...
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Profits at Volvo Rise Despite Drop in Truck Orders

Volvo, the world’s second-biggest truckmaker, is restructuring to become more profitable amid pressure from investor Cevian Capital AB while contending with market declines in China and Brazil. The manufacturer remains less than halfway to reaching a ...
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Stephen Hester insists future is bright for RSA

Several of its larger rivals, including Axa and Aviva, have downplayed their interest. He reiterated that RSA - whose largest shareholder is the activist Cevian Capital - “does not need” to do a deal. Since being drafted into RSA in February 2014 ...
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Insurer RSA relaxed about potential offers as third-quarter net asset value rises

We will behave in shareholders' interests." RSA's largest shareholder is activist investor Cevian Capital. Hester declined to comment on whether RSA was currently in talks with prospective buyers. European insurers such as Allianz and AXA have ruled ...
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Update: RSA Reports 1% Rise in NWP Despite ‘Distraction’ of Zurich Bid
We will behave in shareholders' interests." RSA's largest shareholder is activist investor Cevian Capital. Hester declined to comment on whether RSA was currently in talks with prospective buyers. European insurers such as Allianz and AXA have ruled ...

ABB shares jump on activist stake

Activist investor Cevian Capital has taken a stake of more than 3% in ABB (ABB +5.4%), sending its shares to their highest in more than six months. "We think ABB is a good company where we see a large value potential," Cevian Capital managing partner ...

Investor AB raises stake in ABB to more than 10 percent

Since then the investment vehicle of Sweden's Wallenberg family has increased its ABB holdings and now owns nearly double the 5.16 percent stake of Sweden's Cevian Capital, ABB's second-biggest shareholder. While activist Cevian has said ABB Chief ...

Lars Einar Förberg

Mr. Lars Einar Förberg co-founded Cevian Capital AB (also known as Amaranth Capital) in 2002 and serves as its Managing Partner. Mr. Förberg serves as Managing Partner of Cevian Capital AG, an investment adviser to the Cevian Capital II G.P. Ltd. From ...
Since then the investment vehicle of Sweden's Wallenberg family has increased its ABB holdings and now owns nearly double the 5.16 percent stake of Sweden's Cevian Capital, ABB's second-biggest shareholder. While activist Cevian has said ABB Chief ... 
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ThyssenKrupp's Painful Revamp Pays Off

Swedish activist investor Cevian Capital Partners owns a 16% stake and since January has held one of the 20 seats on ThyssenKrupp's supervisory board. The Swedish investment fund is one of the few activist investors to sit on the board of a German company ...
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ThyssenKrupp’s Painful Revamp Pays Off

Swedish activist investor Cevian Capital Partners owns a 16% stake and since January has held one of the 20 seats on ThyssenKrupp’s supervisory board. The Swedish investment fund is one of the few activist investors to sit on the board of a German ...
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Peltz's activist fund Trian to end quarterly redemptions: sources

Activist investor Jana Partners started offering a three-year lockup vehicle in 2010. Pershing Square and European activist Cevian Capital also offer long-term lock-up vehicles for investors. The longer the lock-up period, the lower the fees for investors.
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Exclusive: Peltz's activist fund Trian to end quarterly redemptions - sources

Activist investor Jana Partners started offering a three-year lockup fund in 2010. Pershing Square and European activist Cevian Capital also offer long-term lock-up vehicles for investors. The longer the lock-up period, the lower the fees for investors.
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Peltz's Trian Fund Management to End Quarterly Redemptions

Activist investor Jana Partners started offering a three-year lockup fund in 2010. Pershing Square and European activist Cevian Capital also offer long-term lock-up vehicles for investors. The longer the lock-up period, the lower the fees for investors.
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Platform Specialty Products Corporation Announces Closing Of The Acquisition Of Alent Plc

As part of the consideration for the Alent Acquisition, Platform will issue approximately 18.4 million shares of Platform common stock to shareholders of Alent, including Cevian Capital II Master Fund LP, Alent's largest shareholder. These new Platform ...
**Bilfinger Said to Seek Bids for Power Business by Mid-January**

Following a spate of profit warnings and mounting pressure from activist investor Cevian Capital AB, Chief Executive Officer Per Utnegaard is focusing on industrial and facilities management and shedding non-core businesses such as the power division ...

Bloomberg
December 9, 2015

**Peltz's activist fund Trian to end quarterly redemptions: Sources**

Activist investor Jana Partners started offering a three-year lockup vehicle in 2010. Pershing Square and European activist Cevian Capital also offer long-term lock-up vehicles for investors. The longer the lock-up period, the lower the fees for investors.

CNBC
November 25, 2015

**Private equity firm invests in RSA**

RSA Insurance welcomed a much-needed share price boost after private equity firm Cevian Capital invested in the troubled insurer. An activist has brought a 7.29p share in RSA Insurance which may be pressurising management to break up the business an ...

Reactions
March 31, 2014

**Exclusive - Peltz's activist fund Trian to end quarterly redemptions - sources**

Activist investor Jana Partners started offering a three-year lockup fund in 2010. Pershing Square and European activist Cevian Capital also offer long-term lock-up vehicles for investors. The longer the lock-up period, the lower the fees for investors.
Germany Inc. Ditches Corporate Perks on Investor Pressure

At 203-year-old ThyssenKrupp, Swedish investor Cevian Capital AB increased its stake to more than 15 percent in February and renewed a demand for a seat on the steelmaker’s board. That may even help ThyssenKrupp Chief Executive Officer Heinrich Hiesinger ...

Cevian Capital Increases Its Stake in ThyssenKrupp

LONDON – Cevian Capital, an activist investment firm, said on Tuesday that it had increased its stake in the German conglomerate ThyssenKrupp to more than 15 percent from 11 percent last year. The investment firm has been gradually increasing ...

Cevian Capital sees Volvo wrapping up 2014 with double-digit margins

STOCKHOLM (Reuters) - Volvo, the world's second biggest truck maker, should be able to finish off 2014 with a double-digit operating margin, one of its biggest investors was quoted as saying in Swedish media on Tuesday. "Our investment is entirely okay ...

DGAP-News: Cevian Capital AG: Cevian Capital proposes appointment of Eckhard Cordes as member of the Supervisory Board of Bilfinger SE

service of EQS Group AG. The issuer is solely responsible for the content of this announcement. The
DGAP Distribution Services include Regulatory Announcements, Financial/Corporate News and Press Releases.
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DGAP-News: Cevian Capital AG: Cevian Capital proposes appointment of Eckhard Cordes as member of the Supervisory Board of Bilfinger SE

As the largest shareholder of Bilfinger SE, Cevian Capital will propose the appointment of Dr Eckhard Cordes as second representative in the company’s Supervisory Board. Cevian has been invested in Bilfinger for more than three years and has increased its...

finanztreff.de
October 2, 2014
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Cevian Capital acquires stake in ThyssenKrupp

European investor Cevian Capital Wednesday said it has acquired a 5.2% stake in German steelmaker ThyssenKrupp AG (TKA.XE), and is confident of the company’s long-term potential and management strategy. Cevian Capital holds the view “that ThyssenKrupp’s...

Market Watch
September 25, 2013
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ThyssenKrupp: under pressure

Cevian Capital has raised its stake in ThyssenKrupp, prompting speculation that the activist investor aims to press for far-reaching change at the German steel and technology group. Although the Anglo-Swedish investor has said it supports management’s...

Financial Times
September 25, 2013
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Metso’s Nomination Board consist of representatives of Cevian Capital, Solidium, Varma and Ilmarinen
Representatives of the four largest shareholders registered in Metso's shareholder register as of September 1, 2014 are elected to the Shareholders' Nomination Board along with the Chairman of the Board of Directors as an expert member. Nomination Board is ...
Market report: RSA lifted by activist stake

Shares in the beleaguered group, which on Tuesday started its deeply discounted £773m rights issue, advanced 0.9, or 1pc, to 89.55p after Cevian Capital disclosed a 7.29pc stake in the company. The Swedish investor is a self-described activist ...
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Cevian Capital raises stake in Volvo to 13 percent of votes

Cevian announced in December it had built up its stake to 10.5 percent of votes from 6.7 percent in September, making it the second biggest owner after Industrivarden (INDUa.ST) which holds 20 percent according to Volvo’s website. The activist ...
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Cevian Capital brings stake in Alent to 21.56%

Cevian Capital has the most fearsome reputation as an activist shareholder. However, unlike most of the other corporate knee-cappers, the Swedish hedge fund prefers to have a word quietly behind the scenes than do its bloodletting in public. So it was with ...

Proactive Investors UK
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Carl Icahn-Backed Cevian Capital Terrorizes G4S, Demands Break-up

We have talked about G4S plc (LON:GFS) (OTCMKTS:GFSZY), the UK-based security solutions company, a couple of times before. The company now has an activist hedge fund, associated with Carl Icahn, on its back, which reports suggest is calling for a break-up.

Value Walk
September 30, 2013
Report
Cevian Capital Close To Another Activist Win With G4S Sale

G4S plc (LON:GFS) (OTCMKTS:GFSZY) has apparently caught the interest of one buyer who is ready to get on board with the London-based company's cash services business. If this is indeed the case, then Cevian Capital, the Sweden-based activist hedge fund ...
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Cevian Capital Appoints Eckhard Cordes as Partner

Cevian Capital, Europe's largest active ownership fund manager, has appointed Dr Eckhard Cordes as a partner. In this function, Cordes will strengthen Cevian Capital's business activities in Germany and Northern Europe. Eckhard Cordes is one of Germany's ...
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Cevian Capital Increases its Stake in ThyssenKrupp

March 4 2014. The European investment firm Cevian Capital has increased its stake in ThyssenKrupp to approximately 15.1 percent. Cevian underlines its long term commitment in ThyssenKrupp. About Cevian Capital Cevian Capital is a European investment firm ...
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Cevian Capital sees Volvo wrapping up 2014 with double-digit margins

STOCKHOLM: Volvo, the world's second biggest truck maker, should be able to finish off 2014 with a double-digit operating margin, one of its biggest investors was quoted as saying in Swedish media on Tuesday. "Our investment is entirely okay, but it can be ...
RNS Release - Holding(s) in Company

Cevian Capital II G.P. Limited (Cevian) acts as general partner for Cevian Capital II Master Fund L.P. Cevian is the indirect holder of the voting rights attached to the shares and the voting rights deemed to be held as a result of the CFDs held.

REG-G4S plc DK : Notification of Major Shareholding

The company was notified today by Cevian Capital II G.P. Limited that, following a disposal of voting rights, through a chain of controlled undertakings, it now holds voting rights in the company over less than 5% of the company's total voting rights.

Bilfinger warns of annual profit loss

The former Cevian Capital partner has succeeded Dr Bernhard Walter, who stepped down from the board last week. The company said, “The Bilfinger Group’s output volume in the full year will be in the magnitude of the previous year (€7.7 billion).
Julius Berger Nigeria : Bilfinger SE - Interim Report Q3 2014

A write-down of deferred tax assets on tax-loss carryforwards due to Cevian Capital increasing its equity interest to above the 25-percent threshold (minus EUR12 million) A capital gain on the reduction of the investment in Julius Berger Nigeria (plus EUR9 ...

How activist hedge funds ‘on steroids’ have become a boardroom enemy

Activist hedge funds like Elliott Management, Pershing Capital, and Cevian Capital prey on underperforming companies; the low-hanging fruit in the marketplace. Firms that are especially vulnerable are those with weak earnings, too many restructuring ...

Kern County Employees puts $17 million into Cevian Capital hedge fund

Kern County Employees’ Retirement Association, Bakersfield, Calif., made a direct investment of $17 million in Cevian Capital II, an activist European hedge fund, said recently released board meeting minutes. It is the $3.7 billion pension fund’s 14th ...

Cevian Capital/RSA

Swedish activist hedge fund Cevian Capital revealed on Friday that it has amassed a 7.29% stake in RSA Insurance, the embattled UK insurer that launched a deeply discounted £773m cash call three
days earlier. Commenting on the news of Cevian’s position ...

Cevian Capital sees burst of M&A deals in 2014

Christer Gardell, who co-founded Europe's biggest activist investor Cevian Capital, expects a burst of activity in mergers and acquisitions next year as corporate confidence returns. With about 9 billion euros (7.3 billion pounds) in assets under ...

Paul Myners joins Cevian Capital

Former government minister for UK financial services Paul Myners has joined Cevian Capital as a chairman of its UK operations. Myners, who also becomes a partner at the firm, will be tasked with identifying potential investment targets, work with boards ...

Cevian Capital holdings in Metso increased to 5.18 percent

Cevian Capital holdings in Metso increased to 5.18 percent Metso Corporation's stock exchange release on August 6, 2012 at 10:10 a.m.localtime Metso Corporation has been informed by Cevian Capital II Master Fund L.P.abouta change in the holding of the ...

Cevian Capital sees Volvo wrapping up 2014 with double-digit margins
STOCKHOLM (Reuters) - Volvo, the world's second biggest truck maker, should be able to finish off 2014 with a double-digit operating margin, one of its biggest investors was quoted as saying in Swedish media on Tuesday. "Our investment is entirely okay ... 
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**Cevian Capital Raises Stake In ThyssenKrupp To 15.1% - Quick Facts**

The European investment firm Cevian Capital AG has increased its stake in German steel giant ThyssenKrupp AG (TYEKF.PK) to around 15.1 percent. Cevian underlines its long term commitment in ThyssenKrupp. In December, Cevian had increased its ThyssenKrupp ...
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**2015 Activist investors target list of spinoffs exposed by The Edge**

Outperforming activist-value investors like European based founders Christer Gardell and Lars Förberg of Cevian Capital, founder Dan Loeb of Third Point, the renowned Carl Icahn of Icahn Associates, Bill Ackman of Pershing Capital, Barry Rosenstein of ...
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**Bernhard Walter, Former Dresdner Bank Chief, Dies at 72**

Last year, he stepped down as supervisory board chairman of Mannheim, Germany-based Bilfinger SE (GBF), giving activist shareholder Cevian Capital SE more influence over the struggling engineering-services company. He had joined the board in 1998 ...
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**Metso Oyj : Nomination Board consist of representatives of Cevian Capital, Solidium, Varma and Ilmarinen**
Representatives of the four largest shareholders registered in Metso's shareholder register as of September 1, 2014 are elected to the Shareholders’ Nomination Board along with the Chairman of the Board of Directors as an expert member. Nomination Board is …
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Cevian Capital sees Volvo wrapping up 2014 with double-digit margins

"Our investment is entirely okay, but it can be much, much better," Christer Gardell, co-founder of activist investor Cevian Capital, told business daily Dagens Industri. "2014 should create the conditions for truly profitable 2015 with double-digit margins.
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Valmet’s Nomination Board’s proposal for the composition and remuneration of the Board of Directors

Martin Oliw (Partner, Cevian Capital AB) acted as the Chairman of the Nomination Board. The members the Nomination Board were Kari Järvinen (Managing Director, Solidium Oy), Jorma Eräkare (Head of Finnish Equities, Nordea Funds Oy), Roger Hagborg …

Andhra News
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ThyssenKrupp Is ‘Not Out of the Woods Yet’, Hiesinger Says

The annual general meeting approved eight supervisory board members to be elected, including new appointee Jens Tischendorf, a partner and director at Cevian Capital AG, a unit of ThyssenKrupp’s second-largest shareholder. The company is expanding its …

Bloomberg
January 30, 2015
Report
Cevian Capital II Master Fund L.P. has transferred its aggregate holding of 7,560,179 Metso shares to Cevian Capital Partners Ltd., which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Cevian Capital II Master Fund L.P. As of February 6, 2015 Cevian Capital Partners Ltd ...

Firms such as ValueAct, based in San Francisco, and Cevian Capital, Europe’s largest activist, have
parlayed a friendly but firm style of campaigning into billions of dollars of assets under management. ValueAct, with $16bn, has the exit of Steve Ballmer ...
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NORDIC STOCKS - Factors to watch on Feb 9

Activist investment fund Cevian Capital is now the biggest shareholder in the global truck maker. Cevian partner Christer Gardell told daily Dagens Industri the fund now owns more than 8 percent of the outstanding capital. For a full story, double click on ...
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Jens Tischendorf

Mr. Jens Tischendorf serves as Managing Director of Cevian Capital AG, Pfäffikon, Switzerland. Mr. Tischendorf is a Partner of Cevian Capital AB. Mr. Tischendorf serves as the German Head of Swedish Investment Firm Cevian. He served at A. T. Kearney from ...
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Notification according to chapter 9, section 5 of the Securities Market Act: A change in shareholding

Cevian Capital II Master Fund L.P. has transferred its aggregate holding of 7,560,179 Metso shares to Cevian Capital Partners Ltd., which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Cevian Capital II Master Fund L.P. As of February 6, 2015 Cevian Capital Partners Ltd ...
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Cevian Capital's Cordes proposed to join Volvo board
STOCKHOLM, Feb 25 (Reuters) - The election committee of Swedish truck and construction equipment maker Volvo has nominated Cevian Capital partner Eckhard Cordes as a new board member, it said in a statement on Wednesday. Cordes, 64, is currently the ...
Cevian Capital's Cordes proposed to join Volvo board

Cordes, 64, is currently the chairman of industrial group Bilfinger SE, and has held a number of management positions with Daimler Benz in the past, including as head of the company's truck and bus operations. Cordes joining the Volvo board marks the first ...
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Cash-rich Europe companies in cross-hairs of activist funds

High-profile activist funds in Europe include GO Investment Partners, Cevian Capital, Elliott Associates and Knight Vinke. Besides seeking boardroom and strategic changes to boost returns, funds are also urging share buybacks and bigger shareholder payouts ...
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DGAP-News: Cevian Capital AG: European Investor Cevian Capital Increases its Stake in ThyssenKrupp to 10.96% Percent

DGAP-News: Cevian Capital AG: European Investor Cevian Capital Increases its Stake in ThyssenKrupp to 10.96% Percent DGAP-News: Cevian Capital AG / Key word(s): Investment Cevian Capital AG: European Investor Cevian Capital Increases its Stake in ...

Bloomberg
December 6, 2013
Lars Einar Förberg

Mr. Lars Einar Förberg co-founded Cevian Capital AB (also known as Amaranth Capital) in 2002 and serves as its Managing Partner. Mr. Förberg serves as Managing Partner of Cevian Capital AG, an investment adviser to the Cevian Capital II G.P. Ltd.

Bloomberg
March 14, 2015

RSA boss Stephen Hester faces pressure for more 'radical' action at Liverpool insurance giant

Over the last 12 months, Cevian Capital, has increased its RSA shareholding from 7% to more than 13% and a national Sunday newspaper report claims this could put more pressure on chief executive Stephen Hester to take more “radical” action to turn ...
Sunday newspaper round-up: Alliance Trust, bank stress tests, Next

Cevian Capital has built its holding to more than 13% in the past 12 months from 7%. Hester has cut costs and sold unwanted businesses since taking over in February 2014, but RSA’s shares have underperformed those of other insurers. Cevian is based in ...

Göran Lars Casserlöv

Mr. Göran Lars Casserlöv is the Chief Financial Officer at Cevian Capital AB. To contact Cevian Capital AB, please visit . Company data is provided by Capital IQ. Please use this form to report any data issues.

Pension funds move hedging products mainstream as markets overheat

Leading activist hedge funds with a long-term investment from European pension funds include Sweden’s Cevian Capital and Britain’s TCI, industry experts said. "It's a smarter way to think about implementation of risk exposure," said Luba Nikulina ...

Annual General Meeting of AB Volvo

Carl-Olof By, representing AB Industrivärden, Lars Förberg, representing Cevian Capital, Yngve Slyngstad, representing Norges Bank Investment Management, Häkan Sandberg, representing
Company Overview of Cevian Capital AB

Cevian Capital AB is a privately owned investment manager. The firm manages funds for its clients. It invests in the public equity markets of Europe with a focus on Nordic region. The firm primarily invests in value stocks of companies. It was formerly...

Cevian Capital sees burst of M&A deals in 2014

With about 9 billion euros ($12 billion) in assets under management and backing from the likes of U.S. billionaire Carl Icahn, Cevian has large stakes in some of Europe’s biggest firms - truckmaker Volvo (VOLVb.ST), British security firm G4S (GFS.L) and...

Valmet CEO: “Core components must be made in Finland”

That's how Germany developed," he points out. The largest shareholder in Valmet prior to the acquisition was Cevian Capital, a Swedish ownership investment firm, with its 13.9 per cent stake. The investment firm, led by Christer Gardell, announced in...

Tieto’s Total Number of Shares Increases – Cevian Capital’s Holding Consequently below 15%, with No Change in Shares Held
Tieto has received an announcement pursuant to the Securities Market Act regarding the shareholding of Cevian Capital Partners Ltd. According to the announcement made ...

Tieto : total number of shares increases – Cevian Capital's holding consequently below 15%, with no change in shares held

Tieto has received an announcement pursuant to the Securities Market Act regarding the shareholding of Cevian Capital Partners Ltd. The registered number of Tieto shares: 73 926 163, which entitle to a total of 73 926 163 votes. The current aggregate ...

Valmet CEO: “Core components must be made in Finland”

That's how Germany developed," he points out. The largest shareholder in Valmet prior to the acquisition was Cevian Capital, a Swedish ownership investment firm, with its 13.9 per cent stake. The investment firm, led by Christer Gardell, announced in ...

Annual General Meeting of AB Volvo

GÖTEBORG, Sweden--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Regulatory News: The Annual General Meeting of AB Volvo held on April 1, 2015, approved the Board of Directors’ motions that a dividend of SEK 3.00 per share be paid to the company’s shareholders. The record date ...
No news for Cevian Capital right now. Check back soon!
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